
 

FEATURE ARTICLE: J-CUP GUERNSEY 2011 
 
After Weatherwhiz’s successful launch in May supporting the SB3 Worlds in Torbay we are 
pleased to announce that the forthcoming J-Cup will be able to take advantage of our 
services in a similar fashion. 
 
The service set up by meteorologist Libby Greenhalgh, who is currently working with the 
Skandia British Sailing Team gearing towards the Olympic and Paralympic Games, aims to 
provide a specialist service to help people in the sporting world who are directly affected by 
the weather to train, compete and simply enjoy their sport to the maximum. 
 
For the duration of the J-CUP at Guernsey a free forecast for the racing area will be blogged 
through the Weatherwhiz site. You can see examples of these from the SB3 Worlds on the 
blog at the moment. 
 

 
 Other services that are available 
through the website include a venue 
guide for Guernsey (a small taster of 
the venue guide is currently available) 
and a more detailed day by day 
forecast – a must for anyone wanting 
to stay ahead of the competition! 
 
The following offers are available for 
these 2 bespoke services for the 
Worlds 
 
 

 
WEATHERWHIZ GUERNSEY  VENUE GUIDE: £50.00 
DAILY COURSE AREA SPECIFIC FORECASTS (for the event 12-14th): £50.00 
PACKAGE DEAL:  GUIDE and FORECASTS: £75.00 
 
Simply contact us via info@weatherwhiz.co.uk  including your name, email address, sail 
number and service request OR use the contact form on the site by clicking here 
 
Weatherwhiz will also be supporting the Women’s Open Keelboat Championship and 
offering a similar opportunity for Cowes Week and a number of major sporting events 
throughout the year. 
 
Visit us today at www.weatherwhiz.co.uk. 
 
You can keep up to date with wha,t where and who Weatherwhiz is supporting through the 
Twitter feed and our Facebook Page on the day to day basis as well as some behind the 
scenes activities of forthcoming events, like the Olympic Test Event, with our  blog. 
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